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1. Introduction 
Precision optical surface figure measurement is the most important aspect for optical 
systems development of telescopes, microscopes, cameras and imaging or focusing 
systems. Any optical surface slope error or surface figure error departure from the 
theoretical surface will produce beam deviations according to Snell’s law (law of 
refraction) for transmission optics or to the law of reflection for mirrors. Beam deviations 
can be easily calculated by use of ray tracing methods. The deviated beam will blur the 
image quality, enlarge the focus point, degrade the accuracy of the wave-front, and harm 
the performance of the optical system. To avoid such errors, surface figure must be 
manufactured and measured precisely. 
"If you can not measure it, you can not improve it." This famous quote, attributed to Sir 
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, describes exactly the dilemma faced by manufacturers of 
precision optical surfaces. It is especially true in the fabrication of mirrors used at extreme 
grazing incidence angles to focus x-rays in telescope and synchrotron applications. Mirrors 
used in synchrotron beam lines in the 1970s and '80s suffered from excessive surface 
roughness, generating excessive amounts of scattered light which reduced focal spot 
intensity and produced spectral contamination in VUV monochromators. The diamond 
stylus profilometers available at the time were ill-suited for measurements of surface 
roughness on full-size optical components. The development of the non-contact 
interferometric phase-measuring microscope early in the 1980's made surface roughness 
measurements in the Angstrom range on full-sized mirrors possible, and improvements in 
surface finishing techniques were quick to follow (Bhushan et al., 1985; Koliopoulos et al., 
1980; Wyant et al., 1984) 
The traditional measurements of plane and spheres applied test plate as a reference to test 
the surface with interferometric method in early years, which can reach /10 or better 
accuracy. However, this is contact test, and they are difficult to achieve with low-coherence 
sources prior to the development of the HeNe laser. See the excellent discussion of various 
historic interferometers in Malacara's book Optical Shop Testing (Malacara, D., 1992). Later 
the development of different kind interferometers and the application of interference laser 
promise the non contact measurements. Computerized interferometer with the CCD sensor 
application and rapid fringe analysis enhanced the measurement technology accuracy 
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quickly. Computer generated holograph (CGH) method (Pruss, 2008) can replace the 
troublesome preparation of test plates. In recent decades the development of the phase 
measuring interferometer (PMI) becomes an excellent metrology method to promote the 
interferometer accuracy and repeatability significantly, which has become a standard 
procedure for the interferometers. The basic concept of the PMI is that one can calculate the 
precise phase by acquiring several phase shifted frames of interferograms, each phase is 
shifted by a certain amount. Measurement method accuracy of the PMI could be >1/1000 
fringe comparing to previous fringe analysis accuracy of only 1/10 fringe. The advantages 
of the PMI are the high accuracy can be obtained with low contrast fringes and is 
independent of intensity variations across pupil. Measurement of /20 surfaces is no longer 
a black art practiced by master opticians but is possible by ordinary shop technicians using 
modern phase measuring interferometers. These PMI instruments are widely used in the 
workshop and the research laboratory because of their ability to make non-contact 
measurements over large areas with high precision. 
The PMI has successfully resolved two major tasks for precise metrology of routine or 
research surfaces: a) measuring surface roughness with height resolution of less than 1 
Angstrom; b) measuring larger 2D surface profiles with /1000 repeatability and improving 
the test accuracy. In a conventional phase-shifting laser interferometer, multiple frames of 
data are acquired in sequence, so there is enough time for vibration and turbulence to 
degrade the measurement results. Recently developed technology acquires all phase data 
simultaneously. This will be very useful for in situ precision testing in the workshop 
(Zecchino, M., 2008; ESDI, 2011) 
However, in the case of using PMI, a reference mirror is always required as the 
measurement standard, which dominates the final possible measurement accuracy. 
The metrology problem is more acute in the fabrication of aspheric optics. In recent decades, 
high technology developments of computer numerical control (CNC), diamond turning, 
magnetorheological finishing (MRF), ion polishing, and elastic emission machining (EEM) 
have removed many of the difficulties involved in the manufacture of aspherics and high 
accuracy conventional optics. These manufacturing techniques have enabled the fabrication 
of nano-radian and nanometer accuracy components required in various applications. 
Several recently-developed metrology techniques extend the measurement capabilities of 
conventional interferometers. Liu, et al., developed a sub-aperture technique for measuring 
on-axis aspheres by combining annular regions measured with a Twyman-Green 
interferometer (Liu et al., 1988). This technique works by adjusting the distance to the test 
surface to match the wavefront curvature to the surface radius at each zonal region. Sub-
aperture stitching interferometry (SSI), developed by QED, enables the testing of larger 
aperture optics with standard Fizeau reference optics, without the need for dedicated large 
null optics, by automatically combining multiple overlapping sub-aperture measurements 
to form a full-aperture measurement (Fleig et al., 2003; Murphy et al., 200; 2003). The QED 
system simultaneously produces an error map of both the larger test surface and the smaller 
reference surface, correcting for rigid body alignment in each sub-aperture and for reference 
surface errors. Measurement error repeatability has been demonstrated to be 2 nm rms. 
Relative angle determinable stitching interferometry (RADSI) was also developed by the 
Osaka University group to measure steeply curved X-ray mirrors with nanometer accuracy 
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(Mimura et al., 2005; Yamauchi et al., 2003; Yumoto et al., 2010). In this method, the relative 
angles between overlapping sub-apertures are determined simultaneously with one 
interferometer while acquiring the sub-aperture profiles with another. Because stitching 
analysis eliminates certain systematic errors inherent in large aperture systems, the SSI 
enhances the accuracy of measurements. However, stitching methods can accumulate small 
systematic interferometer errors that limit very high accuracy. Hence, the measurement 
accuracy of a full-size surface needs to be calibrated precisely. 
2. New demands on nano-accuracy metrology 
Nanometer and nanoradian accuracy (for simplicity we use “nano” for nanometer or nano-
radian or both) is required in many high technology areas: synchrotron radiation (SR) 
optics, extreme ultra-violet lithography (EUVL), cameras, telescopes, X-ray free electron 
lasers (XFEL), laser ignition facilities, freeform optics and so on.  
2.1 Nano-accuracy requirement of synchrotron optics 
Hard X-rays produced by synchrotron radiation (SR) sources are important tools for 
chemical, elemental, and structural analyses of matter at the nano- and atomic scale and for 
elucidating the molecular processes involved in biological functions at the cellular level. 
Scientists anticipate having one-nanometer probe spots for such research. Recently, 
construction started on ultra-bright SR sources with nano-focusing spots at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS II), Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in the United 
States and at the Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) of the NSSRC. The NSLS II will allow 
researchers to create high-contrast X-ray images of matter at this resolution. To focus the 
bright, hard X-rays of a SR beam into a 1nm spot, beam lines must incorporate a series of 
precise optical elements. One of the most promising approaches to do so is the application of 
total reflection mirrors with their exceptional characteristics of broadband focusing, 
achromaticity, and high efficiency. Osaka University has focused hard x-rays to a spot size 
of approximately 7 nm using Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors (K-B mirror) (Yamauchi et al., 2011). 
However, the mirror figure employed to focus a SR beam to a nanometer spot while 
preserving coherence requires nano-radian (nrad) accuracy. According to simple geometric-
optics calculations, if the error in surface slope is 100 nrad, the beam will exhibit a lateral 
displacement of 4 nm at a 20mm focal distance; hence, it will greatly enlarge the 1nm spot. 
Synchrotron radiation optics, operating at extreme grazing incidence angles on the order of 
a few milliradians, utilize surfaces consisting of planes, spheres, and aspheres including 
cylinders, toroids, paraboliods, and ellipsoids, up to 1.5 meters long. These lengthy cylinder-
like aspheric surfaces normally have a long tangential radius of curvature, in the range from 
one hundred meters to several kilometers, with a sagittal radius of curvature that can be as 
short as a few centimeters. These surfaces are extremely difficult to measure with a 
traditional null interferometer, even with special computer-generated hologram (CGH) null 
lenses, or with an SSI. The new beam lines at the NSLS II will require many optical surfaces 
with 100 nrad slope error. 
Fig. 1 is an example of SR optics, a K-B mirror set used for focusing X-ray beam to a 
nanometer spot. Two nano-accuracy elliptical cylinder mirrors are used to focus a beam to a 
single point in horizontal and vertical direction individually.  
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Fig. 1. K-B elliptical mirrors for nanometer spot focusing 
Control of surface slope error is especially important in the fabrication of far off-axis 
aspheres used in grazing incidence x-ray applications. Incoherent x-rays act much like 
bullets in reflecting off of aspheric surfaces. Slight deviations in surface slope, on the order 
of fractions of a micro-radian, are sufficient to reduce the quality of the focal spot in long 
synchrotron beam lines. The stringent requirements for these precision optical components 
have stimulated research into new measurement methods for spheres and aspheres, and 
new sophisticated optical measurement instruments are rapidly evolving. A specially 
designed nano-accuracy profiler for synchrotron optics is urgently needed. It should be also 
able to measure mid-spatial frequencies and be able to test strongly curved surfaces. 
Since the early 1980s, when the first and second-generation synchrotron light sources came 
on-line, the requirement for RMS slope error tolerance of SR optics has dropped from 5 μrad 
to 100 nrad as the desired focal spot size at the beam line end-station has gone from 10µm to 
1 nm (Table 1). These continual machine improvements have driven the development of the 
metrology instrumentation from the micro-accuracy level to the nano-accuracy level. 
 
Years Slope error requirement Spot size 
1980s 5 μrad 10 μm 
1990s 1 μrad 1 μm 
2011 for NSLS II 100 nrad 1 nm 
Table 1. The requirements of slope error and spot size  
2.2 X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) and EUVL Lithography 
X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) and EUV lithography require a variety precise of optics 
with nano-radian accuracy as well. For example, “elliptical mirror with 0.21 μrad rms 
accuracy is required for XFEL oscillator” (Kim, K., 2009) and ”0.1 μrad accuracy mirror is 
required for FEL focusing” (Assoufid, L. et al.; Minura et al., 2008). In the case of extreme 
ultra violet lithography (EUVL) “Neither the figure errors nor the roughness of mirrors for 
the imaging system must exceed a few angstroms” (Soufli, R., 2011). 
2.3 Astronomy telescope science requires nano-accuracy optics in large scale 
In order to improve the resolution of astronomical telescopes, the desired tendency is to 
enlarge the aperture of the telescope and achieve the diffraction limited image by use of 
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perfect optics. This leads to the application of optics with nano-accuracy. This is the new 
challenge to manufacturing and metrology. Following quoted contents is the clear examples 
for describing these demands. 
“The NASA Science Missions Directorate seeks technology for nano-accuracy metrology on 
NASA SBIR AND STTR 2011 Program Solicitations. Following are some requirements for 
telescopes: “Metrology instruments should have 10 nm or better surface height resolution 
and span at least 3 orders of magnitude in lateral spatial frequency for Optics 
Manufacturing and Metrology of Telescope Optical Surfaces” and “In situ metrology 
systems that can measure optics and provide feedback to figuring/polishing instruments 
without removing the part from the spindle”. “NASA is preparing potential future space 
telescopes, which have very specific mirror technology needs. UV/optical telescopes require 
1 to 3 meter class mirrors with < 5 nm rms surface figures. IR telescopes (such as 
SAFIR/CALISTO) require 2 to 3 to 8 meter class mirrors with cryo-deformations < 100 nm 
rms. X-ray telescopes (such as GenX) require 1 to 2 meter long grazing incidence segments 
with angular resolution < 5 arc-sec down to 0.1 arc-sec and surface micro-roughness < 0.5-
nm rms.” (NASA NASA SBIR and STTR 2011 Program Solicitations) 
2.4 Precision measurement requirements for large radius of curvature 
In order to ensure similar performance for each laser line of National Ignition Facility (NIF), 
it is necessary to keep each surface radius of curvature identical. The interferometric method 
is generally used to measure the radius of curvature of a spherical optical surface. However, 
it is difficult to perform on surfaces with large radii exceeding a few meters with large 
aperture, because it requires the test part to be moved over a distance equal to its radius. It 
means the distance between the surface under test and the reference is very long so it 
increases the measurement uncertainty. The NIF developed a method, based on dual-focus 
zone plates to solve this problem (Wang, Q. et al., 2008). In contrast to the NIF, Chengdu 
Fine Optical Engineering Research Center in China had made the measurement of long 
radius of curvature on large aperture lens with pencil bean scanning LTP-MF (Ye & Yang, 
2011) with very promised accuracy. The nano-accuracy measurement can increase the test 
accuracy of radii of curvature significantly. 
3. Early developments in nano-accuracy metrology 
3.1 Scanning profilers 
Except for the PMI and SSI, various specialized optical metrology techniques have been 
developed over the years to measure this class of optics, based upon scanning profilers: the 
Random Devices slope scanner (DeCew et al., 1986), the Zeiss M400 CMM in Germany (Becker 
et al., 1987), various instruments at the National Physical Laboratory in the UK (Ennos et al., 
1982; Stedman et al., 1979), and the fringe scanner developed by Hughes Aircraft for the 
measurement of the AXAF (Chandra) x-ray telescope optics (Sarnik & Glenn, 1987) are 
examples of scanning profilers. These instruments employ various kinds of metrology methods, 
contact stylus and non-contact optical, developed to suit the particular metrology problem at 
hand. The Stedman-Stanley profiler (Stedman et al., 1979) and the Heynacher profilers 
(Heynacher & Reinhardt, 1979) were stylus instruments that made contact with the surface 
under test. These instruments made it possible to assess the height of steep aspheric surfaces at 
the nanometer level in two dimensions. Nevertheless, they are contact measurements, and 
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during the final testing of optics with delicate coatings applied, there is always the possibility of 
leaving a very slight mark on the reflecting surface. Non-contact profiling methods have 
superceded contact stylus methods in the production of most grazing incidence optics today. 
Profiling instruments based upon the pencil-beam interferometer (PBI) are now widely 
employed in the manufacture and testing of SR and x-ray telescope optics (von Bieren, 1983a; 
1983b; Takacs et al., 1988; Takacs et al., 1989). The PBI has been shown to be quite versatile and 
ideally suited for the testing of large cylindrical aspheres with nano-accuracy.  
3.2 Pencil beam scanning surface profiler development in past 25 years  
Soon after the NSLS x-ray ring was commissioned in the early 1980's, it was realized that the 
quality of the focused beam was being compromised by the less-than-perfect figure of the 
mirrors. The normal-incidence surface figure measurement techniques available to 
manufacturers at the time were inadequate for characterizing the slope errors in the grazing 
incidence optics, slope errors that produced blurring of the focus by several times the 
expected source-size-limited spot size. Conventional interferometry was practically useless 
in attempting to extract useful surface error information from extremely foreshortened 
apertures seen at grazing incidence angles on the paraboloids, toroids and ellipsoids in 
beam line instruments, making it difficult for manufacturers to produce good quality optics. 
Null lenses did not (and still do not) exist to allow the use of Fizeau interferometers to easily 
measure simple cylinders for use at 3 mrad grazing incidence angles. With these limitations 
in mind, we sought to develop a versatile measuring instrument that did not require the use 
of null lenses and that could handle a wide variety of grazing incidence optics: long, flat 
mirrors; long-radius spheres; cylinders; toroids; ellipsoids and elliptical cylinders; and bent 
optics with radii of curvature in the range of kilometers down to tens of meters. 
3.2.1 Original pencil beam profiler 
Fortunately, around this time period in the early 1980's, the pencil beam interferometer was 
developed by von Bieren at Rocketdyne (von Bieren, 1983a; 1983b). His system was 
designed to measure the profile of conical axicon mirrors with a long radius in the 
tangential direction and an extremely small sagittal radius that vanished at the tip of the 
axicon. A schematic diagram of his optical system is shown in Fig. 2. We recognized that 
this slope-measuring profilometer would be ideally-suited for solving our grazing incidence 
mirror metrology problem. 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of original pencil beam interferometer from von Bieren (vonBieren, 1982). 
The minimum separation distance between probe beams, M, is set by the size of the cube 
beam-splitter and mirror. The beam is scanned by moving the penta prism. A dual lens 
system projects the interference spot onto the detector. 
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3.2.2 The Long Trace Profiler LTP I and LTP II 
The Long Trace Profiler (LTP), based on the principle of the pencil-beam interferometer, was 
developed by Takacs and Qian and collaborators for the metrology of second-generation 
synchrotron radiation optics (Takacs et al., 1987; Takacs & Qian, 1989). Its operating 
principle is similar to that underlying an autocollimator, but with a laser pencil beam 
employed to scan the mirror being tested. The pencil beam is usually the direct output from 
a collimated laser diode or fiber-coupled laser. A schematic of the LTP optical system is 
shown in Fig. 3. The first beam-splitter produces a colinear pair of beams separated by a 
variable distance set by the adjustable prism. The separation distance can be adjusted from 
full overlap, M=0, to any desired value, while maintaining zero optical path difference 
(ZOPD) between the beams. The ZOPD system design is a vital improvement for a 
successful PBI profiler, because it eliminates the interference fringe movement due to the 
laser frequency shift (Qian & Takacs, 2004). This increases measurement accuracy 
significantly even when using an unstabilized laser. In contrast, the original von Bieren 
design had a very large OPD between the two beams. The ZOPD system allows the beams 
to be adjusted with a separation distance equal to the nominal 1mm beam diameter for 
maximum spatial frequency range information. The beam pair passes through the 
polarizing beam-splitter, PBS, and is split into a reference beam (REF) that is directed 
horizontally to a stationary mirror and a test beam that is directed down to the test surface. 
The return beams are focused onto a linear array detector by a Fourier transform lens, where 
each beam pair produces an interference pattern adjusted to have a minimum in the center. 
The position of the minimum on the detector, y, is proportional to the local slope of the 
surface between the two components of the beam pair: 
 F tan 2y    (1) 
where α is the local surface slope and F is the focal length of the lens. By scanning the beam 
across the mirror surface, the slope profile is measured, from which the height can be 
derived by integration. In the case of synchrotron optics for 2nd and 3rd generation 
machines, the slope error profile is a more useful measure of the surface quality for the end 
user, but the height profile is necessary for the manufacturer to use in correcting the surface.  
 
Fig. 3. Schematic of the LTP-II optical system. The PBS generates a reference beam from a 
plane mirror fixed to the optical bench surface. Pitch error in the movement of the optical 
head on the air bearing is corrected by adding the signals from the test and reference arms. 
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Some recent versions of the LTP use a single probe beam instead of the dual beam, 
eliminating the need for the initial beam splitting optics. The probe beam is focused to a 
single spot with no internal interference structure. The peak or centriod of the intensity 
distribution on the sensor determines the angle of the surface seen by the beam footprint. In 
this respect, the LTP operates very much like an autocollimator. Various algorithms are used 
to extract the centroid location of the spot with high precision.  
Over the years, many improvements have been made to the original LTP-I design by many 
collaborators involved in synchrotron and x-ray telescope optics metrology. The original 
LTP system utilized an external electronic autocollimator to measure the pitch angle error of 
the optical head as it moved along the air bearing. The autocollimator was replaced by the 
internally-generated reference beam, shown in Fig. 3, by Irick, et al. (Irick et al., 1992) This 
allowed for simple correction of the measured profile for mechanical pitch errors by adding 
the two signals together. The relative intensity between the test and reference beams could 
now be adjusted easily by the use of polarizers and wave plates added to the optical system 
(not shown). The commercial version of the instrument, the LTP-II, produced by Continental 
Optical Corp. for several years, incorporated the internal reference beam and used a dual-
array linear photodiode sensor as the detector. The dual array detector allowed the reference 
beam to be aligned nearly along the optical axis of the system instead of at an extreme angle, 
which places the spot at the end of the sensor. Having the reference beam centered in the 
lens aperture minimizes the introduction of phase shifts by glass inhomogeneities that 
translate into beam spot location variations with lateral movement of the beam across the 
aperture during a long scan. Bresloff added a Dove prism into the reference beam to change 
the phase of the laser pointing direction drift to be the same as the mechanical pitch angle 
error, allowing for correction of both error signals simultaneously by addition of the two 
signals (Takacs & Bresloff, 1986; Takacs et al., 1999).  
 
Fig. 4. The LTP II optics board layout showing the 10 mrad surface slope acceptance angle 
optics in place. A 4-mirror arrangement folded the beams from the 1.25 m focal length lens 
with 7 reflections onto the detector mounted in back of the plane of the figure. The Dove 
prism mounted on the optics board in the REF arm inverted the phase of the pitch error 
signal to allow for simultaneous correction of pitch and laser drift 
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A sketch of the LTP-II optical head is shown in Fig. 4. This optical head used a Fourier 
transform lens with a focal length of 1.25 meters, which necessitated a folding mirror system 
to keep the size of the system within reason. The system was designed to measure surfaces 
with a total angular range of 10 milliradians. While this may seem like a small acceptance 
angle, it was sufficient to handle 99% of the long-radius optics used in NSLS beam lines. The 
LTP excels at measuring large flat and long-radius surfaces up to 1 meter in length. Other 
versions of the LTP-II can handle mirrors up to 1.5 meters long.  
Improvements to the LTP-II and its successors, the LTP-IV and -V, manufactured by Ocean 
Optics, eventually enabled reliable surface slope error measurements down to the 0.5 µrad 
RMS level. However, recent advancements in synchrotron machine technology have resulted 
in the need for mirrors with slope errors in the 100 nrad range in order to allow for nanometer 
focal spot sizes. This quest for nano-accuracy in metrology has led to the development of 
specially-engineered machines that must be used in thermally-stable special environments in 
order to achieve this level of accuracy. The NOM machine developed at BESSY II in Germany 
by Lammert and collaborators (Lammert et al., 2006; Siewert et al., 2004) is the prime example 
of this next-generation profiler, which we will discuss in the next section.  
3.2.3 Penta-prism LTP 
The LTP II uses a scanning optical head (OH) in the tilted reference mode. Qian et al. 
developed the scanning penta-prism mode LTP (PPLTP) in 1995 at Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy 
(Qian, 1995), an evolution that extends applications and improves the accuracy of tests for 
plane- and near plane-mirrors because a tilted reference beam is unnecessary. The main 
characteristic of the penta-prism is: the angle between incident and output beams of the penta-
prism will always be equal to 2 is angle between two reflection surfaces of the penta-
prism, nominal angle is 45°), even if the penta-prism is tilted. So for a scanning penta-prism, 
the slide pitch error will not influence output beam direction. This measurement method has 
been successfully adopted by many SR metrology laboratories. In addition to accuracy 
improvement, the penta-prism LTP has enabled the testing of in situ heat load distortion of 
mirrors in vacuum chambers and the testing of small diameter aspheric surfaces of astronomy 
telescopes by use of a derivative of the penta-prism LTP: the in-situ LTP and vertical scan LTP 
(VSLTP). These will be described later. Also, the NOM employs a scanning penta-prism mode 
to enhance accuracy to the nano-radian level in small test angles. 
3.2.4 The multiple functions LTP (LTP-MF)  
Qian has developed a Multiple Functions LTP (LTP-MF) that incorporates two compact LTP 
optical heads into various configurations that allow for self-correction of scan-induced 
errors with subsequent improvements in measurement accuracy (Qian et al., 2005; Qian & 
Takacs, 2007). Some important facts of the LTP-MF, related to the approach to nano-
accuracy, are briefly described here. The LTP-MF can operate in the mode of scanning 
optical head with non-tilted reference by use of a second optical head to ensure higher 
accuracy (Fig. 5). If a high quality air-bearing system is used and 0.01°C temperature 
stability can be maintained, the LTP-MF can achieve 0.1rad rms accuracy in testing plane 
mirror surfaces. The LTP-MF can also operate in the penta-prism scanning mode for testing 
nearly plane mirrors with high accuracy. 
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Fig. 5. The LTP-MF collaborated between BNL (USA) and NSRL (China). The first optical 
head (OH) acts as scanning OH with non-tilted reference by use of the second OH. The 
second OH can also act as scanning penta-prism LTP 
The schematic of the LTP-MF optical head is shown in Fig. 6. An unstabilized diode laser 
(DL) with a 633nm wavelength with power of 1-5mW is used as the light source. The optical 
fiber is used as a controllable beam transport tool. There are several advantages to using an 
optical fiber: a) to achieve a compact and convenient package; b) to isolate the thermal 
source from the optical system, which is helpful for achieving nano-accuracy; c) to minimize 
laser beam pointing error; d) to change the light source wavelength with ease and to replace 
the source without distorting the beam direction; e) to insert optical fiber devices in order to 
perform various new functions, for example, adding a fiber attenuator for controlling 
intensity. The beam is collimated to 1 mm diameter spot by a fiber collimator (FC). Then it 
passes through a monolithic wave-front splitting beam splitter (WSBS) and becomes two 
half-beam spots with a  phase-shift so that when it is focused on the CCD by lens (FT), it 
will produce an interference fringe with the shape of valley-at-center for low noise fitting. 
The LTP-MF uses an equal optical path WSBS for the purposes of nano-accuracy and 
compactness. Otherwise, the large frequency shifts of diode laser will produce the fringe 
position shift, which will degrade the nano-accuracy. A pair of microscope cover plates are 
constructed as an adjustable phase shift WSBS, which is the easiest and lowest cost solution 
(Qian & Takacs, 2004; 2003) 
The 20 x 20 mm PBS splits the beam into sample and reference arms, then they are reflected 
back from the mirror under test and reference mirror to the FT lens which has a focal length 
of 400 mm and a 28 mm aperture. The return beams are then focused onto a linear array 
CCD of 14 m pixel size. Two quarter wave-plates (QWP) are for isolating unwanted 
reflected beams, the half wave plate (HWP) is for adjusting the intensity ratio between the 
sample beam and reference beam. However, in the case of using the scanning OH with non-
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tilted reference, the HWP is unnecessary. Polarizer (P) is for adjusting the beam intensity, 
but now it is easily replaced by a fiber attenuator. Two folding mirrors are for reducing the 
overall mechanical length, but for new nano-accuracy profile they should be removed in 
order to reduce systematic error. The FT lens is designed to keep aberrations below 1 µrad 
for two scanning modes conditions. The PBS needs to be of extremely high quality, 
including each surface, angles, and material uniformity to insure LTP precision. Good 
alignment of the optical system will ensure measurement accuracy when the angular test 
range is large.  
 
 
Fig. 6. The optical system scheme of the multiple functions LTP (LTP-MF) 
It is conceptually easy to enlarge the LTP measurement range by reducing the focal length of 
the FT lens, by increasing the CCD size, by using a high resolution CCD, or by enlarging the 
PBS and FT aperture size. However, if nano-accuracy is required over the entire angular test 
range, then the improvement task becomes extremely difficult. 
3.2.5 The vertical scanning LTP (VSLTP) 
The mirrors used for X- ray telescopes are all based upon the use of grazing incidence optics 
in various configurations. Wolter Type I systems use a combination of paraboloidal and 
hyperboloidal surfaces; a Wolter-Schwarzchild Type I system consists of a small figure 
modification of a Wolter I system; the foil cone is an approximation of a Wolter I system, 
and the Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) system consists of two sets of orthogonal spheres or 
parabolic cylinders, produced by bending thin plates. The surface figures are generally 
conical in shape with very small sag deviations, on the order of microns, from the best-fit 
conical surface. These optics are ideally suited for measurements with the LTP. The ideal 
configuration for measuring x-ray telescope optics, however, is to measure the object while 
it is oriented with its symmetry axis in the vertical direction. This minimizes the effects of 
gravity-induced distortion on the surface figure, especially on thin shells or foil surfaces. A 
vertical scanning LTP (VSLTP), a modification of the scanning penta-prism LTP, was 
developed for testing X-ray telescope mirrors in the vertical orientation and is shown in 
operation in Fig. 7 (Li et al., 1996,1997). The benefit of the VSLTP is that a small penta-prism 
can be scanned inside a small diameter x-ray telescope mirror. 
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Fig. 7. Vertical Scan LTP (VSLTP) at Marshall Space Flight Center set up for measuring x-ray 
telescope mirrors and mandrels in the vertical orientation 
In 25 years of development, there have been a number of other applications of the LTP: in-
situ heat load test, measurement at machine shop, calibration of the profiler, thermal shift 
treatment, 2D detector development and so on. Some will be described in the following 
sections. 
4. Current development and trends in nano-accuracy surface figure 
metrology 
Precise metrology is the basis for enabling fabrication of precision optics. The rule-of-thumb 
requires that the metrology accuracy should be at least 3-fold (< 50 nrad) better than the 
specification of the optics. The great challenge for metrology and manufacturing is that 
nanometer and nano-radian accuracy is needed for spherical or aspheric mirrors with large 
surface slope angles. 
4.1 Pencil beam scanning method for nano-accuracy surface figure measurements 
Progress in nano-accuracy metrology is dependent upon new scientific demands, advanced 
technology developments, and innovation in metrology methods and metrology 
instruments.  
Though traditional null phase-shift interferometers can reach excellent repeatability with 
high accuracy, the required reference surface is still an obstacle, which restricts its metrology 
accuracy. Making a null lens is time-consuming work and is very expensive, especially for 
one used to test large-aperture optical surfaces. Though the three flats absolute calibration 
method can reach an accuracy /100 or better theoretically (Schulz et al., 2008), it is very 
difficult to achieve for large surfaces. In addition, the reference surfaces have to be routinely 
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but inconveniently calibrated. As described above, the stitching methods accumulate small 
systematic interferometer errors that limit their high accuracy. Hence, the accuracy of 
measurements of a full-size surface with sub-aperture stitching method needs to be 
calibrated precisely  
Pencil beam scanning methods have become a promising metrology method to make nano-
accuracy surface profilers, because of their many advantages: non-contact test, absolute 
measurement without need of using a large reference, high accuracy, possibility of 
measuring large dimension optics and aspheric optics with moderate cost, and no need for 
working distance adjustment due to the use of a collimated beam. These advantages keep 
this method as one of most important solution for the optical metrology in the future even 
though it has a disadvantage of being only a one-dimension measurement with lower test 
speeds. The sub-aperture interferometer stitching method is beginning to be used with LTP 
and SR-optics measurements (Assoufid et al., 2004; Polack et al., 2010) with linear scanning. 
It will extend to large optics the ability to perform 2-D and mid-spatial frequency testing. 
However, improvements are needed in LTP stitching accuracy, along with research on 
precise calibration methods.  
4.2 Various nano-accuracy profilers with scanning pencil beam method have been 
developed 
The Nano-Optic-Measuring Machine (NOM, Fig. 8) (Lammert et al., 2006; Siewert et al., 
2004) is the most accurate instrument so far for evaluating SR and other large optics. The 
NOM incorporates a special commercial autocollimator and an LTP optical head with a 
scanning penta-prism system to measure long-radius optics. It applies a small aperture of 
about 2 mm near the mirror under test in order to increase the spatial frequency range. The 
demonstrated uncertainty of the NOM in the measurements was low: for a plane mirror it 
was 0.05 μrad rms, and, for curved mirror, it was 0.2 μrad rms. Both instruments operate in 
a scanning penta-prism mode without the need to use a reference beam to correct for slide 
pitch error. A similar and improved Diamond-NOM has also been developed (Alcock et al., 
2010).]. 
 
Fig. 8. The NOM, Courtesy of F. Siewert, T. Noll, T. Schlegel, T. Zeschke, H. Lammert, The 
nanometer optical component measuring machine: a new sub-nm topography measuring 
device for x-ray optics at BESSY, AIP CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS Vol.705, 847-850 (2004) 
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A new Traceable Multiple Sensor (TMS) system was developed by the Physikalisch-
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) for measurement with nanometer accuracy (Fig. 9) (Schulz 
et al., 2010; Wiegmann et al., 2010; PTB Working Group 8.42, 2011). It encompasses coupled 
multiple distance-sensors that are scanned along the surface under test. By using a small 
sensor head, a high lateral resolution is achieved. In addition to the multiple distance 
sensors, the TMS utilizes an autocollimator measuring the tilt of the sensor’s head, thereby 
eliminating systematic errors in the distance sensors. The TMS can reach nanometer or 
better accuracy with high lateral resolution. Both the NOM and TMS are suitable for plano 
and near-plano mirror measurements with nano-radian accuracy. During a scan on a plane 
mirror, the reflected beams are always parallel and remain steady except for very tiny angle 
variations produced by the slope error on the surface. In this fixed beam direction condition 
when testing plane mirrors, if the temperature is very stable and the scan system has very 
small pitch, yaw and roll errors, the beam will not have any error that impacts the test 
accuracy except for the noise. So it is possible to achieve nano-accuracy on plane surfaces 
regardless of what instrument is used.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Traceable multiple sensor (TMS) system, Courtesy of Schulz, G. Ehret, M. Stavridis, C. 
Elster, Concept, design and capability analysis of the new Deflectometric Flatness Reference at 
PTB, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 616 (2010) 134–139 
4.3 Difficulties to approach nano-accuracy metrology for large slope surfaces 
Testing of strongly curved surfaces presents significant difficulties to pencil beam scanning 
profilers, as it does to most optical measuring techniques. In this case, measurement nano-
accuracy is hard to reach in large part due to the impact of insufficient optical system 
quality of the profiler. 
Let us analyze the beam position variation in the optical system during the 
measurements. We use as an example a spherical mirror under test (MUT) scanned by the 
scanning optical head of the LTP II (Qian, S. N. & Qian, K., 2010; Qian, 2011). The sample 
beam (solid line, Fig. 10 a)) measures the slope of a MUT, and the reference beam (dashed 
line) measures the air bearing pitch error. In order to avoid the overlapping of sample and 
reference beams on the CCD, the LTP II reference beam is tilted to move the spot to one 
end of the detector. During the scan both sample and reference beams have lateral 
motions (BLM) over the optical components inside the optical head, shown as solid and 
dashed shadow areas, which will pick up large local phase shift errors that show up as 
surface slope error. These errors are produced by surface figuring error, inhomogeneity of 
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optical components, system aberration and system alignment errors. However, sample 
beam lateral motion is an unavoidable condition in testing the slope of curved mirrors, 
but we can effectively reduce the sample BLM magnitude by adopting a novel system 
scheme.  
In contrast the penta-prism scan mode (by use of the LTP optical head or autocollimator) 
has much larger BLM than scanning optical head (Fig.10 b), so it is not recommended for 
measuring larger slope optics. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 10. a) Sample and reference beams’ lateral motion in scan optical head mode;  
b) Beams’ lateral motion on a scan in the penta-prism mode 
How large is the slope error produced by the BLM? The following measurement compares a 
tilted reference and a non-tilted reference. Two scans were done only with the reference arm 
of the LTP III over a 900 mm length scan in sequence. The first scan is with a reference beam 
angle of 1.5 mrad, which results in a 3 mm lateral motion across the PBS (Fig. 11 a);  
the second scan is with a non-tilted reference beam (Fig. 11 b). The difference (Fig. 11 c)) 
between both scans is ±5 µrad (P-V) which is a serious slope error for a nano-radian surface 
profiler. If the tilt angle increases due to strongly curved mirror, the systematic error of the 
profiler will be more severe. Also, if the reference beam spot is displaced away from system 
center even in the case of using a second linear CCD or 2D CCD, it will still produce 
considerable BLM in vertical direction in 2-3 mrad angle level. This method should also not 
be suitable for the nano-accuracy system. Results of several tests indicate that the magnitude 
of the slope error caused by BLM could be larger than 1 rad rms. If the BLM is larger due to 
the larger test angle, the error will increase quickly. The problem is that the real error is so 
larger even though we use available highest quality optics, it is still not enough to reach  
0.1 rad accuracy for strongly curved surface test. The following simulation analysis 
illustrates this effect.  
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Fig. 11. LTP III slope error produced by tilted reference: a) reference beam spot is tilted in 1.5 
mrad; b) non-tilted reference beam at CCD center; and c) slope error caused by tilted reference. 
4.4 Error simulation analysis of surface figure errors and inhomogeneity of profiler 
optics based on wave-front distortion 
A sinusoidal wave-front is used to simulate the surface figure error and slope error. A 
sinusoidal wave-front error of ±1nm (P-V) in 20 mm (Fig. 13 a) will produce ± 0.314 rad 
slope error (Fig. 12).  
 
Fig. 12. Angle error produced by sine wave-front error of ±1 nm 
4.4.1 Slope error produced by surface figure error 
If a refractive surface figure error is a ±1 nm sine wave (/317), it will produce a sinusoidal 
wave-front error of ±0.5nm and a slope error of 0.157rad for a material with an index of 1.5 
(Fig. 13 b), which is a value large enough to destroy the nano-accuracy. If there are multiple 
surfaces in the optical system, the error will be larger than 0. 1 rad. 
If a reflective surface figure error has a sinusoidal error of ±1 nm, it will produce a reflective 
sinusoidal wave-front error of ±2nm and a slope error of 0.628 rad (Fig. 13 c), which is a 
much larger impact than a refractive surface. 
The best surface figure quality typically available in customer optics is about /100 with 
very high cost. This means that even if we use the highest quality available optics it will 
probably not be easy to reach 0.1 rad accuracy.  
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0.5 nm distorted wave-front
PBS, n=1.5
plane wave-front
a)
slope error
0.314 rad
1nm
distorted wave-front
PBS
b)
plane wave-front
2 nm distorted wave-front
1nm surface error
1nm suface error
c)
plane wave-front
Fig. 13. a) 1nm distorted wave-front and its slope error;     
b) 1nm refractive surface error and its distorted wave-front;  
c) 1 nm reflective surface error and its distorted wave-front 
4.4.2 The slope error produced by inhomogeneity 
The optical path difference (OPD) produced by glass inhomogeneity is 
 OPDh = n * path length (2) 
where n is the refractive index error. Commercial optics typically use Grade H2 of 
SCHOTT glass with n=5e-6 (SCHOTT, 2004). Assuming the refractive index variation has a 
sinusoidal distribution in 20mm length and 2mm thickness layer, it will produce a 1.57rad 
slope error. So grade H2 is not suitable for the nano-radian accuracy application. Grade H5 
glass or Grade 0AA of Corning HPFS® glass (Corning, 2008) has an index variation of 
n=5e-7, which will produce 0.157rad slope error. Actual error needs to verify with 
practical test. 
Most non-contact optical profilers that use optical systems for measuring angle variation 
will confront with these difficulties if there is BLM. Examples of such systems are the optical 
head of the LTP, the autocollimator of the NOM and optical system of the PTB’s profilers.  
As a result of the above simulation analysis, it is necessary to apply the best quality glass 
Grade H5 and /100 figured surfaces to achieve a nano-accuracy profiler. An actual error 
estimation using the highest quality optics is underway.  
4.4.3 Surface figure error in the mid-spatial frequency range and its metrology  
Optical surface errors are general divided into three categories: a) low-spatial frequency 
(LSF): as surface figure error; b) mid-spatial frequency (MSF): as ripple, and c) high 
frequency: as surface finish roughness (Youngworth & Stone, 2000; Youngworth et al., 2008). 
The low-spatial frequency surface error is defined over the spatial period range from 5-10 
mm to the entire surface dimension, while the mid-spatial-frequency (MSF) surface error is 
roughly defined in the range between 0.1 to 5-10 mm spatial periods. The impacts to the 
optical system quality of both LSF and MSF can be analyzed with ray-based model. MSF 
could also be considered as surface figure. 
MSF will have a more severe impact on surface slope error than LSF error. The following 
sinusoidal wave-front simulations describe this effect. Fig. 14 shows simulated sinusoidal 
wave-fronts and their slopes (derivative of the wave-front) in a 20 mm surface length. The 
wave-fronts have identical amplitudes of ±1nm, equal to /317, but with different 
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frequencies. It is obvious that higher frequency waves have a much larger slope error than 
low frequency ones.  
 
Fig. 14. Higher frequency wave-front has much larger slope error even though the 
amplitude of the wave-front is the same  
Traditional surface figure specification is generally defined as height deviation from a 
nominal surface figure in number of wavelengths. Traditional optical manufacturing uses 
long pitch or large lap polishing, which will produce relatively small MSF error. It means 
fewer ripples on surface. Due to new deterministic polishing technology and metrology 
accuracy developments, LSF height error can be reduced significantly by removing local 
material precisely according to precise surface test results. However, local figure correction 
polishing by use of deterministic polishing may leave small ripples on surface. Though the 
ripple height may be smaller than 100, the short ripple distance (MSF) will have a larger 
slope than the traditionally polished surface, which could degrade the slope error accuracy. 
For example, after processing half of the part with fluid jet polishing, the surface flatness P-
V is reduced to /100, but the MSF ripples (Fig.15 a) could increase the slope error. Fig. 15 b) 
displays the residual ripples on the surface (Lightmachinery, 2011).  
 
 
Fig. 15. Fluid jet polishing: a) After processing half of the part with fluid jet polishing. The 
surface flatness P-V is reduced to /100; b) After fluid jet polishing the 4” silicon mirror has 
a surface flatness of 1/100 wave (P-V). Courtesy of Light machinery, Fluid Jet Polishing, 
http://www.lightmachinery.com/Fluid-Jet-Polishing.html 
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Total Surface height error Slope error without MSF Slope error with 10Hz MSF 
/100 ±1.98 rad ±19.8 rad 
 ±9.9 rad  
Table 2. Slope error of 20 mm period sine wave-front with /100 or /20 amplitude and 
different spatial frequency 
The above table 2 shows that the slope error of a 20 surface without MSF could be better 
than a 100 surface with MSF. It means that if the MSF can be controlled, the requirement 
on surface height error can be reduced significantly. Modern sub-aperture and 
deterministic optical fabrication techniques are more prone to ripple errors. So after 
deterministic polishing, an additional surface smoothing process may be necessary if 
there is considerable MSF error. Also, striae are an important material defect that creates 
MSF and should be considered more carefully. As a result of this analysis, it may be 
necessary to specify surface error by use of slope error in addition to the use of 
ambiguous surface height error. 
The metrology for the MSF requires higher lateral detection resolution. Point scan surface 
profilers such as the LTP and NOM apply pencil beam spots of one to several millimeters as 
a detecting tool, so it is very suitable for the LSF test and will cover partial range of the MSF. 
Stitching interferometry covers the higher MSF range. However, a new nano-accuracy 
profiler for large surface test covering the 0.1-2mm MSF range is necessary for high quality 
optical system, and is currently under development.  
4.5 A nano-accuracy solution for a new surface profiler in the large slope testing 
range: Adopting scanning optical-head combined with non-tilted reference beam 
There is increasing demand for nano-accuracy in the testing of strongly curved surfaces, for 
example, for K–B mirrors used for X-ray synchrotron radiation, for optics for extreme ultra-
violet projections lithography and for the new astronomical telescopes. 
As described above, there is beam lateral motion (BLM) in the optical system during the 
beam scan on a curved surface, which will produce significant slope error. If this error 
cannot be removed or greatly decreased, nano-accuracy will be difficult to reach in the range 
of large-slope tests.  
Good design of the profiler system can reduce BLM significantly and very effectively. The 
first step is to use as few optical components as possible in order to eliminate unnecessary 
BLM error. The second step is to design novel optical system of the profiler to minimize 
BLM. Adopting the mode of scanning optical-head combined with non-tilted reference 
beam is an effective solution (Qian, 2011) for a nano-accuracy surface profiler (NSP). 
The first optical head, fixed on the carriage, is scanned along the air bearing to probe the 
surface slope, and the second optical head (as used in the LTP-MF or using an 
autocollimator) is fixed to the granite table for measuring the air-bearing pitch error. In this 
way its beam can be set without BLM, because there is no problem with sample beam and 
reference beam spots overlapping. Application of the non-tilted reference will eliminate the 
BLM completely, so no error will be produced in the reference arm. Other non-tilted 
reference methods can be used to simplify the system.  
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The first advantage of applying a scanning optical-head is to create the opportunity to use a 
short fixed working distance for the sample beam. In this way, the sample beam’s BLM can 
be significantly reduced to ±1mm (50 mm working distance) in comparison with ±20mm 
BLM in the scanning penta-prism mode for a test range of ±0.01 rad. This significantly 
lowers slope systematic error.  
The second great advantage of applying a scanning optical head is its very simple 
calibration. Only one error compensation curve will be necessary to correct for all systematic 
errors for testing various mirrors. In contrast, it is very hard to compensate systematic errors 
in the penta-prism scanning mode, in which mirrors with different radius of curvature, 
different dimensions and different scanning start positions will need different compensation 
curves. Obviously, for a large test range, using the penta-prism scanning mode effectively 
precludes reaching nano-radian accuracy due to the BLM.  
The third advantage of applying a scanning optical head is that small BLM and fixed 
working distance minimize the operational aperture of the lens, so it simplifies the 
aberration-reduction design of the lens. Another necessary approach to reduce systematic 
error is to improve the quality of the optical components including surface quality, optical 
material inhomogeneity and roughness.  
 
 
Scan mode 
working 
distance (mm) 
BLM(mm) /at 
test angle  
Test 
angle 
(mrad) 
Extra 
optics 
Comment 
Scan OH+ non-
tilted REF 
(NSP) 
Sample:  50 
(fixed) 
Ref:     100-
1100 
Sample:  
      ±0.5/±5mrad 
      ±1/±10mrad 
Ref:  0  
±10 N/A 
Larger test angle + 
high accuracy 
Scan OH+ 
tilted REF (LTP 
II) 
Sample: 50 
(fixed) 
Ref:    100-1100 
Sample: 
     ±0.5/±5mrad 
Ref : 
±10/±5mrad 
±5 N/A 
Suitable for plane & 
near plane mirror test 
Scan Penta-
prism (PPLTP, 
NOM) 
Sample: 
        300-1300 
Sample:   
      ±10/±5mrad 
±5 
Penta-
prism 
/mirror 
Suitable for plane & 
near plane mirror test 
Table 3. Comparison of three scanning modes  
Table 3 is the comparison of three scanning modes  
Recently, the PTB described new research in “Scanning deflectometric form measurement 
avoiding path-dependent angle measurement errors” to reduce the BLM problem (Fig. 16) 
(Schulz et al., 2010). In the case of the PTB, the first autocollimator (AC1) beam is scanned 
through a penta-prism to the mirror under test (MUT). But the MUT is no longer stationary 
now, and it is tilted by a tilting stage in order to direct the reflected sample beam back along 
the incoming direction. This means that the MUT is tilted according to the slope at each 
scanning point. So this measurement arm incurs no BLM. The second stationary 
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autocollimator (AC2) is used to measure the tilt angle/slope of the MUT with a mirror fixed 
to the tilting stage. In this way, this tilting angle/slope test arm has a fixed short distance, 
which will reduce the BLM significantly (as in the case of the scanning optical head with 
non-tilted reference method). This is a good method to reduce measurement error caused by 
BLM. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Principle of operation of the EADS system. AC1: Straightness representation and 
null instrument, AC2: angle measurement. 
Courtesy of M. Schulz et al. Scanning deflectometric form measurement avoiding path-
dependent angle measurement errors, JEOS Rapid Publications 5, 10026 (2010) 
The main principle and similar strategy in both cases of the scanning optical head with non-
tilted reference method and the PTB method are: the probe arms to measure large tilted 
angles are short and fixed in order to reduce the BLM and are combined with another non-
tilted beam arm in order to eliminate the BLM. As a matter of fact, in the PTB case, the angle 
tilt test is converted to a new arm by use of a tilting stage. However, a precision tilting stage 
must be used. 
4.6 Summary of unresolved problems for nano-accuracy surface measurement 
There are still many problems that need to be solved in the development of the NSP. 
1. Further improvement in nano-accuracy: a 0.05 rad accuracy is expected 
2. To ensure nano-accuracy (0.1rad rms) in the whole test range of 10 mrad (recent 
available test range) to 20 mrad (for strongly curved surface, like K-B mirror) 
3. Except for stitching method, surface figure metrology of middle-spatial frequency of 
0.1mm-2mm is necessary. It means to develop a NSP to span the measurement spatial 
frequency range from 0.1 mm to 1 meter on one scan. 
4. For full 2D testing, now it is necessary to make parallel lines scans and multiple 
intersectional scans in order to establish the relations for every scanning point. It is 
better to obtain the slopes in both X and Y directions at every scanning point 
simultaneously. In this way measurement accuracy and time could be further 
improved. 
5. In situ and cost-effective nano-accuracy calibration system development is necessary 
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5. Calibration of nano-accuracy 
As described above, now the required measurement accuracy is nano-radian and 
nanometer. If the instrument cannot be calibrated precisely, nano-accuracy metrology 
achievement is meaningless. Plane mirror measurement by use of traditional phase shift 
interferometer is difficult to reach /50-/100 accuracy because of the reference surface 
accuracy limitations. The absolute flatness test of the plane mirror by use of three-flat test 
method can reach /100 or better, but it is very difficult for large mirror calibration (for 
example for 500mm to 1000mm dimension). Pencil beam profilers can solve this problem, 
but it is only in 1-D. When the tested slope range increases, the angle related systematic 
error of the measurement instrument increases significantly. Though the pencil beam 
profilers have potential power to reach nano-radian and nanometer accuracy or less in 
principle, they still need to be calibrated. Calibration equipment should have the accuracy of 
three times better than the instrument to be calibrated. This is a great challenge to optical 
metrology.  
5.1 Angle calibration system based on trigonometric function 
Sine bar and tangent bar methods can be used to precisely measure small angles. 
5.1.1 Sine bar 
The sine bar is a simple and effective method in calibrating small angles. Sine bar system 
contains one solid bar and two fixed-distance cylinders. When one cylinder B is lifted in a 
height (h), while another cylinder A is kept in contact with the base surface (Fig. 17), the bar 
rotation angle will be:  
  = arc sin (h/L)  (3) 
If the roundness and diameter of two cylinders are very precise, and their geometric 
positions and moving height are accurate, the angle can be calculated very accurately. The 
distance error of two cylinders is a systematic error, which can be eliminated easily by 
calibration. The sine bar technology is able to reach nano-radian accuracy level.  
The sine bar system known as the small angle generator with a length of about 523 mm at 
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) of Britain is used for autocollimator and small angle 
calibration (NPL, 2010). Its uncertainty is estimated to be ± 0.03 second of arc for angles in 
the range ± 10 minutes of arc. It is suitable for nano-radian profiler calibration in this angle 
range. For larger angle calibration the accuracy needs to improve. 
The height lifting of a traditional sine bar is made by inserting a precise gauge block under 
one of the sine bar cylinders, or by use of micrometer. However, the process of cleaning and 
wringing of gauge blocks and support surface is time consuming and is not very reliable for 
reaching nano-accuracy. The gauge block accuracy is 50nm. Generally the average wringing 
film thickness between the gauge blocks is about 10 nm, but some wrings will be over 25 
nm. For a non-professional operator the error could be much larger. A 30 nm possible height 
error with 250mm bar length will produce 0.12 rad error. If this error is combined with 
several other errors, it will impact the final nano-accuracy.  
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Fig. 17. Sine bar calibration scheme:  = arc sin (h/L) 
A computer controlled height lifting device and nanometer accuracy encoder are desired in 
order to reach nano-accuracy and to maintain temperature stability during the operation. The 
accuracy of mechanical and contacted Heidenhain length gauge is 30 nm. But its contact 
characteristic and insufficient accuracy will restrict nano-accuracy development of the sine bar 
system.  
5.1.2 Tangent bar 
Another relative angle metrology method uses the tangent function by means of two precise 
fixed distance sensors to measure the bar’s tilt angle: 
  = arc tan (h / L)  (4) 
where the h is the difference between the two distance-sensor readings and L is the distance 
between the two sensors (Fig. 18).  
 
 
Fig. 18. Tangent bar calibration scheme:  = arc tan (h/L) 
A vertical angle comparator (VAC) was developed at the BESSY-II Optics laboratory for the 
characterization and calibration of angle measuring sensors (Siewert et al., 2010). The VAC 
applies the tangent bar principle with a 1.3m long aluminum bar. The axis of the instrument 
is formed by a structure of a crossing flexure joint. A linear stepper motor actuator and two 
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linear encoders (Heidenhain CertoCP 60 K) enable a controlled tilting of the VAC. The linear 
encoder provides a constant uncertainty of ±50nm over a range of 60mm. The measuring 
resolution of the Certo is ±5 nm; this corresponds to a tilting resolution of about 10 nrad. The 
achievable angular resolution of the VAC is about 0.015 rad, limited by the performance of 
the linear stepper motor. The error budget of the VAC is estimated to 50nrad rms.  
Recent developments in precise interferometric distance sensors has improved 
measurement accuracy to the one nanometer level, which significantly increases the 
reliability for trigonometric function calibration. The displacement interferometer can be 
used for small angle metrology. Fig. 19 is the example that uses a ZYGO system (ZYGO, 
2003). The difference of two distance sensor readings divided by the distance between two 
points is the tilt angle. Its advantages are non-contact and nanometer accuracy. The National 
Research Council Canada uses this principle in their angle calibration systems (Pekelsky & 
Munro, 2005). 
 
 
Fig. 19. Displacement Measuring Interferometers, 
Courtesy of ZYGO, http://www.zygo.com/?/met/markets/stageposition/zmi/ 
The fiber-based Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFPI) is a typical multiple-beam interferometer 
that can be used as a non-contact distance sensor. The space separating the reflecting surface 
is called the cavity length. The reflected light in the FFPI is wavelength modulated in exact 
accordance with the cavity length (Pullteap, 2010). The attocube’s ultra-high precision 
displacement FPSsensor has a repeatability of 1 nm at 20 mm cavity length, making it is 
suitable for small angle calibration with sine bar or tangent bar due to the advantages of 
high accuracy and non contact measurement characteristic (Attocube, 2010). Assuming its 
accuracy is 3 nm and it is used with a 250 mm sine bar, the error will be 0.012 rad. In 
addition, its very compact size is very attractive. However, larger test angles will impact the 
test accuracy significantly.  
5.2 Calibration by use of commercial angle testing devices 
Instrument calibration with nano-accuracy can be done by use of commercial angle 
measuring instruments such as the theodolite, goniometer and other angle measurement 
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devices. However, they provide nanometer resolution or nanometer repeatability but 
rarely are nano-accuracy. They can not be used for nano-accuracy calibration over large 
angular ranges. There are only a few angle calibration devices that have been developed 
that can reach high accuracy with a large angular test range, which is expected by surface 
profiler. 
The first calibration of the LTP angle error was made at ELETTRA in Italy in 1995 by use of a 
precision theodolite, Leica Wild T3000, with a sensitivity of 0.1" (Qian et al., 2000). A small 
mirror M is fixed on the theodolite telescope in order to reflect the beam back to the LTP 
(Fig. 20). In this way we can know the mirror rotation angle precisely. The LTP records a 
stability scan as a function of time while the theodolite is rotated step by step with a 
separation of 0.1° or 0.05°. A step-like slope file can be obtained. The differences between the 
LTP angle values and theodolite reading angles determine the calibration angle error. By 
changing the LTP scale factor coefficient, e, the LTP angles can be adjusted. This is an 
absolute angle calibration. This test should be done after the precise adjustment of focal 
plane position has been done. 0.1 arc second (0.5 rad) was suitable for 1 rad accuracy 
calibration at that time but it is not sufficient for recent nano-accuracy calibration 
requirements unless a higher accuracy theodolite is available. 
 
 
Fig. 20. Setup of precise LTP angular calibration: WILD T3000 is used as an accurate angle 
generator. While The LTP is making stability scan and data acquisition continuously, the 
theodolite angle is changed step by step 
The PTB angle comparator is the most accurate standard angular measuring device today 
with a test range of 360 degrees (Probst et al., 1998). It is well suited for pencil beam profiler 
calibration, especially for the larger slope profiler test. The angle-measuring system of the 
comparator consists of a ring-shaped index disc of glass with a radial reflected-light phase 
grating with 217 = 131 072 graduation periods on a circle approx. 400 mm in diameter. Eight 
scanning heads uniformly distributed over the circumference of the graduation are used for 
scanning this graduation. 218 = 262 144 signal periods are formed in each scanning head, 
which corresponds to an angular period of approximately 5". Digital interpolation of the 
signal period with the factor 2¹² = 4096 finally furnishes 2³º = 1 073 741 824 measurement 
steps per 360°, which corresponds to an angle-measuring step of approx. 0.0012" per 
scanning head. The angle value measured is finally obtained by averaging over all scanning 
heads. At present, this angle comparator allows an uncertainty of measurement of 0.005" (k 
= 2) to be reached. 
LTP
(LTP drawing is rotated 90 degrees [top view] 
in order to  show  reflecting beam)
WILD T 3000
M
FT Detector
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Angular calibrations of profilers can be made at national standards bureaus. However, for 
researchers involved in precision angular R&D projects, it is necessary to check the nano-
radian accuracy of a profiler frequently, and for calibration at remote sites, a low cost 
precision angle calibration device is desired.  
In the case of sine bar and tangent bar systems for large angle measurements, the contact 
surface in using mechanical length gauge or reflection mirror surface in interferometric 
distance sensor is tilted. This will degrade the measurement accuracy considerably. 
6. Precision metrology of in-situ and at-wavelength 
Most measurements for precision optics are made in controlled environment in order to 
verify compliance with specifications. However, the actual in-situ use of the optical 
components could be very different from the laboratory condition. Beam quality and 
position can be affected by temperature instability, distortion under high vacuum 
condition, a noisy vibration environment, and thermal distortion due to absorption of 
high power beams from synchrotron and FEL sources. In these cases, on-line figure 
measurement of bending mirrors and adaptive optics is highly desirable. The 
manufacturing of large astronomical optical components with nanometer accuracy 
requires in-situ testing without removing the optics from the polishing machine. These in-
situ situations present challenges to the metrology. Most of these metrologies are having 
increasing demands on nanometer level. 
Owing to the restricted conditions for measurements on in-situ optics, very few 
measurements have been made, even though they are very important. 
6.1 In-situ X-ray mirror thermal distortion measurement 
Mirror distortion under high heat load has been recognized as a serious problem for third-
generation synchrotron light sources, as well as for the first- and second-generation sources 
operating under conditions of reduced emittance, high current and with novel insertion 
devices. Efforts have been made at reducing mirror distortion by the use of high thermal 
conductivity or low expansion materials, cryogenic cooling, enhanced heat exchangers, jet 
cooling, and other means. Model calculations based on finite element design codes are used 
to predict distortion theoretically. However, the performance of any mirror will ultimately 
be determined experimentally when fully illuminated by the high power synchrotron beam, 
because the practical boundary conditions usually differ from the ideal theoretical 
conditions. An in-situ distortion test is then very useful for confirming the theoretical 
calculations. A precise measuring method to detect the in-situ distortion profile of a high 
heat load mirror for synchrotron radiation by use of the penta-prism Long Trace Profiler 
was developed in 1995 in Italy. A schematic diagram of the heat-load measurement 
equipment of the in situ LTP is shown in Fig. 21 (Qian et al., 1997, 1995). The optical head of 
the LTP II profiler is mounted horizontally on an optical table (TB). The first penta-prism 
(PT1) scans the sampling beam (SB) along the mirror under test (MUT) by use of a 
mechanical translation slide (MS) fixed to TB with a 250-mm travel length. The reference 
beam (RB) is directed onto a fixed spot on the MUT by a mirror (M1) and another penta-
prism (PT2). This spot is located along the center of the length of the mirror but displaced by 
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15 mm transversely toward the edge. For symmetry reasons this point should not have a 
tangential slope variation component even if the mirror is subject to a high heat load. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 21. Schematic of the in situ LTP test on beam line 
A maximum distortion of 0.47 µm over a length of 180 mm was measured for an internally 
water-cooled mirror on an undulator beam line at ELETTRA while exposed to a total 
emitted power of 600 watts (Fig. 22). For this measurement, the configuration with all of the 
equipment external to the vacuum chamber was used. The experiment has an accuracy and 
repeatability of 40 nm.  
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Fig. 22. In situ height distortion profiles of a synchrotron radiation mirror under a high heat 
load, as measured with the ppLTP: (a) Total power, 600W; undulator gap, 30mm; current, 
181mA; energy, 2Gev. (b) Total power, 360W; undulator gap, 40mm; current, 187mA; 
energy, 2Gev. (c) Total power, 150W; undulator gap, 60mm; current, 224mA; energy, 2Gev. 
(d) No synchrotron beam on, thus corresponding to the test repeatability (<0.04m, peak to 
valley) 
The second thermal distortion test was done at The Advanced Photon Source (APS) at 
Argonne National Laboratory on the second mirror of SRI-CAT 2-ID-C beam line in 1997 
(Takacs et al., 1998). The in-situ LTP scanned the central 90 mm of the 200 mm long mirror 
through a vacuum window while the mirror was subjected to heat loading from the 
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synchrotron beam. We measured about 200nm distortion in 90 mm when the X-ray beam 
was switched on. This distortion was not predicted by the finite element (FE) thermal 
calculations. By use of adjustable and movable slits upstream of the beam line, the 
illuminating beam spot position on mirror could be shifted. The aperture width was set to 
0.5 mm, which corresponds to a 25 mm beam width on the surface. The very attractive 
feature of this test is that we can find the thermal bump produced by SR beam with great 
sensitivity (Fig. 23). The 200nm bump with a 20 rad slope followed the slits center shift 
movement. The results of this preliminary test indicate that after improvements in 
instrument stability, it should be able to measure 10nm thermal distortion with ease. This 
can be very powerful tool for nanometer spot mirror distortion test.  
 
 
Fig. 23. Thermal bump produced on surface with 98mA beam current. Adjustable aperture 
is set at 0.5 mm H x 4.0 mm V, corresponding to a 25 mm wide beam on the surface. The 
aperture center was offset from the normal 0.0 mm position and the measurements show the 
corresponding lateral shift of the thermal bump. Unit in legend are mm. 
6.2 In-situ precision metrology at optical workshop 
In 2001, the portable LTP (PTLTP) was proposed for in-situ measurement at optical 
workshop to test optics during the final polishing step (Fig. 24) (Qian & Takacs, 2001). The 
portable LTP has a stationary optical head fixed to polishing machine. The optics to be 
polished, for example a cylinder mirror, is scanned by a moving table in order to scan the 
test beam over the mirror. A small mirror is fixed on the moving table in order to test the 
moving pitch error through a penta-prism. 
An actual on-machine measurement has been made on measuring the slope and form errors 
of long cylindrical mirrors with optical tolerance precision and accuracy at RIKEN in Japan 
(Moriyasu et al., 2004). Cylindrical surfaces can be measured completely by steering the 
beam up the sides of the cylinder with a rotational mirror. To measure complete cylindrical 
surfaces, the direction of the beam to the measured object can be steered by controlling the 
angle of the flat mirror on the rotation table. In this way, a 2-D surface profile can be 
obtained.  
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Fig. 24. Proposed in situ test at workshop in 2001 
6.3 At wavelength metrology 
Traditional optical metrology generally employs visible light as the illumination source, 
which is convenient and cost-effective. Recent developments in optics for extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, x-ray synchrotron radiation optics, and free electron lasers 
operated at EUV and x-ray wavelengths place extraordinary requirements on the visible 
light metrology systems. Speer and collaborators(Harris et al., 1982; Speer et al., 1980) 
employed the point diffraction interferometer to perform at-wavelength measurements on 
grazing incidence optics into the far ultraviolet region. Sommargren, Goldberg and 
collaborators (Medecki et al., 1996; Tejnil et al., 1997; Sommargren 1996; Goldberg et al., 
1995) extended the technique into the EUV region to test zone plate wave-fronts and 
Schwarzschild optics quality in the 13nm wavelength region. This work was driven by the 
need to produce multilayer-coated normal incidence optics that were diffraction-limited at 
wavelengths to be used in soft x-ray projection lithography. A 0.5nm wave-front error is 
much more easily seen with a 13nm source, where it is /26, than with a 633nm HeNe 
source, where it is more than /1000. 
The point diffraction interferometer requires a system that produces a point focus 
somewhere along the optical axis. A more general method for testing x-ray wave-fronts was 
developed by Weitkamp and collaborators (Weitkamp et al., 2005) utilizing Talbot effect 
Moire fringes generated by phase and absorption gratings. The interferometer can be placed 
anywhere downstream of an optical element where it is convenient, making it a very 
versatile technique. Wave-front distortions in the range of /100 can be measured, where = 
0.1 nm, and surface slope errors can be detected with an accuracy of better than 100 nrad 
over spatial periods from 1mm to 1 m.  
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Another versatile at-wavelength technique has been developed by Souvorov (Souvorov et 
al., 2002) and by Yumoto(Yumoto et al., 2006) and their coworkers, based upon the phase 
retrieval algorithms of Fienup (Fienup, 1982). By measuring the intensity variations in 
propagating x-ray beams downstream from a reflection or transmission element, the phase 
of the wave-front can be computed and projected back to the surface of the optical element. 
Yumoto has shown that surface figure errors measured by visible light interferometric 
means and by the phase retrieval methods agree to better than 1.5 nm on an 80mm long 
mirror. This method has the advantage over visible light interferometry in that it is sensitive 
to errors in the multilayer coatings on the optics, resulting in a measurement of the actual 
performance of the optic rather than just the profile of the top-most surface layer. 
7. Thermal stability  
7.1 Temperature stability requirement of ±0.01°C to ensure the 0.1µrad rms accuracy 
After much experience with LTP stability scan measurements, we have seen that thermal 
variation has a significant impact on the ability to achieve 0.1 µrad rms slope error 
measurements. One can clearly see that slope error variations follow temperature 
fluctuations. Some precision profiler measurements require averaging of several tens of 
repeated measurements in order to achieve 0.1µrad accuracy, and 2-D testing also requires 
much longer scanning time for multiple lines measurements in X and Y directions. In 
addition, the thermal drift effects are always delayed for one hour or more. So we use a 15 
hour stability scan test as the standard procedure to verify measurement stability. 
Fig. 25 is a stability comparison measurement between the LTP II and the PTLTP made at 
NSRRC in Taiwan (Qian & Wang, 2005). Test beams are sent from both LTP II and PTLTP to 
the same test point on the mirror through comparison unit, and then each reflected beam is 
divided into two beams back to two LTPs individually.  
 
Fig. 25. Stability comparison test between the LTP II and the PTLTP made at NSRRC in 
Taiwan 
Four files of stability scan are obtained simultaneously. Each LTP receives two reflected 
beams sent from itself and from the other. Fig.26 a) is the temperature oscillation during the 
test. Fig. 26 b) is the slope errors of 4 stability scans. 2 large slope error curves are: beam is 
sent from LTP II; and 2 small slope error curves are: beam is sent from PTLTP no matter it is 
accepted by which LTP. These indicate: a) Slope error exactly follows temperature 
fluctuation period but with some delay; b) The LTP II has large stability error due to 
adopting unstable non-monolithic beam splitting structure; c) When temperature oscillation 
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dropped to ±0.01°C (flat section of the temperature curve), the stability over 15 hours was 
below 0.1rad rms.  
 
 
Fig. 26. a) LTPs temperature during the stability scan (without enclosure);  
b) Stability comparison test: 1) 2 large slope error curves: beam is sent from LTP II;  
2) 2 small slope error curves: beam is sent from PTLTP 
Another stability measurement with an f=150mm LTP had a larger slope of 0.17rad rms 
due to larger temperature variation of 0.07°C (Fig. 27 a). The Fig. 27 b) shows the 0.156 rad 
rms stability test of 15 hours in X-direction with an improved 2D CCD system (f’=400 mm) 
while temperature variation of 0.2 °C (P-V). These stability measurements verify that the 
±0.01°C temperature stability is necessary to ensure much less stability slope error than 
0.1rad rms. 
 
 
Fig. 27. a) Stability tested over 15 hours on f=150mm LTP with temperature variation of 
0.07°C; b) The 15 hours stability test in X-direction with an improved 2D system (f’=400 mm) 
while temperature variation of 0.2 °C (P-V) 
7.2 Error reduction caused by thermal or mechanical drift 
Recently, Yashchuk has developed measurement techniques that correct for slow thermal 
and mechanical drift errors that are inherent in typical LTP measurements (Yashchuk, 2009). 
His methods involve making a series of measurements on a surface in the forward and 
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reverse directions with the mirror rotated to the 180˚ and 0˚ orientations. Correcting these 
slow drift effects greatly improves the accuracy of the measurement. A project is underway 
to design a next-generation optical profiler that will incorporate an automated mirror 
rotation mechanism into the system so as to avoid operator intervention between scans 
(Yashchuk, 2011). 
7.3 Temperature stabilization: arrange unavoidable thermal sources in enclosure only 
It is better to keep unstable thermal sources outside the enclosure of the profiler as much as 
possible. The best choice: No drive motor is placed inside the enclosure.  
It is necessary to apply monolithic wave-front splitting beam splitter (WSBS) to maintain 
good thermal stability.  
Following is temperature variations of light source and CCD camera for reference: 
a. When USB is plugged in, the temperature of the CCD control board increases by 6.5°C; 
and the temperature of the CCD chip board varies by about 2.5°C (Fig. 28 a). However, 
both stabilize after about 30 minutes. The CCD chip board has to be set inside optical 
head in order to record the images, but it is possible to set the control board outside the 
optical head. The CCD should be turned on all the time in order to keep the 
temperature stable. 
b. Diode laser has very low power consumption, but it is still a considerable thermal 
source. Its temperature rise is about 1°C after turn on (Fig. 28 b). Again, it is better to 
place the diode laser outside of the enclosure and keep it switched on all the time for 
stabilization. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 28. a) Temperature variations of CCD board and control board; b) Temperature rising of 
diode laser 
8. Disclaimer  
Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this document. 
Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the US Department 
of Energy, BNL, nor does it imply that the products identified are necessarily the best 
available for the purpose. 
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